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An Auckland hotel has been
recognised among the best in the
world, taking the title of “Best
New Hotel” in the prestigious
Boutique Hotel Awards.

BEST NEW HOTEL
BOUTIQUE HOTEL AWARDS

Auckland’s Hotel Grand Windsor,
MGallery by Sofitel received the
award at the ceremony in London
and also took out top honours
as Australasia’s Best New Hotel
and Australasia’s Most Inspired
Design Hotel.
Located in a heritage art deco
building on Queen Street that
was considered Auckland’s first
skyscraper, hotel’s designers
used the original 1920s
architecture as an aesthetic
foundation for its relaunch.

Judges commented on the
hotel’s outstanding design,
attention to detail and
customer experience. ”The
design was beautiful, elegant,
understated and calming. It felt
a world away from the hustle
and bustle of the central city,
it was amazing how you could
just step away from it.
During its redevelopment,
the property was transformed
from a three-star hotel to a five
star-hotel, boasting a bespoke
range of rooms.

FEATURED PRODUCT
ELEMENTI

ELETECH ROBE HOOK
CHROME: 60715.02
AMERICAN STANDARD

GROHE

ACACIA EVOLUTION
ROUND VESSEL BASIN

BAUEDGE
KITCHEN MIXER

WHITE:
14660.10

CHROME:
31450000

GROHE

BAUEDGE
SHOWER
MIXER
CHROME:
19587000
ELEMENTI

EUROPA PLUS SPARE
TOILET ROLL HOLDER
CHROME: 60311.02
GROHE

ELEMENTI

BAUEDGE
BASIN MIXER

SPLASH
COLUMN
SHOWER

CHROME:
23176000

CHROME:
40230.02
ELEMENTI

EUROPA PLUS GLASS SHELF
CHROME/GLASS: 60307.02

BARCELONA

OVAL
OPULENCE
An opulent oval shape and generous
dimensions make the Barcelona II and III a
freestanding bath that must be experienced.
BARCELONA I I BATH

BARCELONA I I I BATH

1698(L) X 806(W) X 535(H)
QUARRYCAST:
52086.10

1792(L) X 865(W) X 552(H)
QUARRYCAST:
52083.10

A new feature of the Barcelona II is a void space
underneath the bath for waste plumbing and
P-Trap installation (depending on trap height).
A reduced internal depth also allows for easier
transfer in and out of the bath, makes bathing
children effortless, and requires less water to fill.

AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES

BARCELONA III - 1792
BARCELONA II - 1698

VOLCANIC LIMESTONE.
A SUPERIOR LONG-LASTING
ALTERNATIVE TO CAST IRON
AND ACRYLIC.
A naturally superior bath: It may sound obvious,
but not all baths are created equal. British brand
Victoria + Albert are passionate about their unique
Quarrycast® material, made from a finely ground
volcanic limestone and resin mix.
Volcanic Limestone™ is Victoria + Albert’s name for
the very special white rock that is perfect for making
baths and basins.
This is formed when the elemental forces associated
with liquid magma act upon surrounding soft, chalky
limestone. The immense heat and pressure from the
magma transforms the neighbouring rock into a new
material made up of incredibly hard strands.
Victoria + Albert blends milled Volcanic Limestone™
with high quality resins to bind these strands
into a complex 3D matrix. The finished result is
Quarrycast® - a world-class composite with an
exceptional strength-to-weight ratio.

COMING SOON…

PrincessNouveau
A TRADITIONAL ITALIAN
COLLECTION FOR A TRULY
AUTHENTIC PERIOD STYLE

Since the turn of the millennium Victorian
design has had something of a resurgence, offering
a refreshing alternative to the sleek lines of
minimalism and mid-century modern.
Available in both a Chrome and Brushed Nickel
finish, the classic elegance of the Princess Nouveau
collection, with its softly rounded styling and
ornate, period detailing, makes it an ideal choice for
capturing the essence of the Victorian past.
Manufactured in Italy, the home of design excellence,
Princess Nouveau combines traditional skills with
advanced production techniques and high quality
materials, offering a comprehensive ten-year
product guarantee and two year guarantee on the
Brushed Nickel finish.

ORNATE, PERIOD DETAILING
TO CAPTURE THE ESSENCE
OF THE VICTORIAN PAST

BRONZE
IS BACK
In line with the current preference
for mixing and matching materials in
the bathroom and with the trend for
metals and special finishes currently
dominating bathroom design, the
Monroe vessel basins offer two
distinctive bronze finish options
– Satin Zanzibar and Satin Nickel.
These alternative metallic finishes can
be easily incorporated into any kind of
setting, making a bold statement in a
way that has not been possible before.

MONROE VESSEL BASIN
Ø405 X 140(H) / NTH

SATIN NICKEL:
BD-10045.SN

SATIN NICKEL

MONROE VESSEL
BASINS ARE ON
TREND WITH A
SHIFT TOWARDS
ALTERNATIVE
METALLIC FINISHES

SATIN ZANZIBAR

SATIN ZANZIBAR:
BD-10045.SZ

SHOWROOMS

GENIE

PLEASURE
AT ANY
PRESSURE

AUCKLAND
ROBERTSON
25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington
Ph: (09) 573 0490
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
Closed Sunday

AMERICAN STANDARD has launched the awardwinning Genie pressure booster hand shower to cope
with low water pressure situations.

26 Morrow Street, Newmarket
Ph: (09) 522 8375
Open 7 days 10am - 6pm

Unlike other hand showers in the market, the back
cover of the Genie is designed to be easily detached for
cleaning and simple removal of any slime or mineral
deposit build up.

AQUAMARINE:
41410.AQ

Genie is the epitome of modern simplicity in its design.
Made of polycarbonate for durability, it is available in
three colours – aquamarine, petal pink, and steel grey.
PETAL PRESSURE WATER FLOW

Micro pin holes ensure robust yet gentle
water flow (petal pressure) even when
using low pressure.

WELLINGTON

HAND SHOWER BODY

PETAL PINK:
41410.PK

Uniform white semi-gloss
finish with rounded edges
for a modern look
and ease of use.

ROBERTSON
23 Marion St, Te Aro
Ph: (04) 595 1165
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Closed Saturday and Sunday
For a bathware consultation please make an
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

UNIVERSAL
OPENING SYSTEM

BACK COVER

STEEL GREY:
41410.GY

Key lock system for easy
clean access and a secure
fit during use.

Removable transparent cover to
allow for easy clean access
TRANSPARENT
FACE PLATE

Made out of frosted plastic
to allow clean water to be
visible as you shower.

iF DESIGN
AWARD 2019

DESIGN FOR ASIA
BRONZE AWARD 2018

CHRISTCHURCH
HOME IDEAS

RED DOT DESIGN
AWARD 2018

GOOD DESIGN
AWARD 2018 (TOP 100)

37 Mandeville Street Riccarton
Ph: (03) 348 2863
Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm Sunday 11am - 4pm

Request our latest brochures...
Our latest IDEAS brochure is a treasure
trove of innovative product and great
design, while our GROHE brochure
features the finest sanitaryware from
the masters of design and technology.
Request your FREE copy now!

sales@robertson.co.nz

PH:
FAX:
EMAIL:

+64 9 573 0490
+64 9 573 0495
sales@robertson.co.nz

